
Planning session

which team best makes their case.
question for the debaters to consider, with the audience voting on
a moderator, who introduces several different aspects of the overall
and argue, one for, the other against a given resolution presented by
Starts at 15:30 Debate, various moderatorsTwo teams are formed

burned at the stake or erasing a whole timeline.
support yourself?  A few tricks about not getting
grandfather?  If you are stuck there, how do you even
What should you do to avoid killing your own
find yourself somewhere in the past or the future. 
Guide.Okay, whether by design or accident, you
Starts at 14:00 Sylvain: A Time Traveller's Survival

Travel
cinema presents Time
Starts at NOON: Sci-Fi

questions are no longer theoretical and need to be addressed.
caused by a fallen satellite?  We are getting to the point where those
Can anybody own another planet?  Who is responsible for damage
American station while orbiting above Australia, which laws apply? 
Sylvain: Space Law--If a Chinese citizen assaults a German on an

present Mars in 3D. Glasses will be provided. 
Special Guest speakers David Shuman and Paul Simard09-Mar-2019

Could we? Should we? 
nearest planets inhabited in our lifetime? Terraforming:
slowly inching in the right direction!  Will we see at least the
still not spending our weekends on the Moon.  But we are
Colonizing the Solar System.Despite all the promises, we are

Sylvain: The Outer Limits, followed by screening of a 60 min episode.
Imagination--Rod Serling's Twilight Zone
Starts at 13:00Keith: The Dimension of the

final paint and finish; various participants)
second and third sessions, an hour each, would involve detailing work, and
teams, sub-assembly of model’s components, and application of primer paint;
model-building project/contest (90 minutes—includes selection of materials by
Utopia Planitia Shipyards Competition—first session of group spaceship

will run through the meeting
Mark Burakoff: Primer/Demo of 3D printing, printer

Field Trip to Ecomuseum

Appreciation of the Art of Robert McCall
Visions of Our Future in Space: An

video clips detailing aspects of mission)
panel, moderated by Keith, augmented by brief
11 Moonshot in Retrospect (1 Hour; 4- or 5-person
Keith: One Small Step, One Giant Leap: The Apollo

Picnic in the Park

about 30-45 minutes
game, or short presentation of
debate, planning session,

Presentation Usually a

hour
Presentation Absolute Max, 1

(but 60 minutes preferred)
Presentation Absolute Max, 1.5 hours

0h
13:0

or project
screening
earlier:
noon or
Starting at

DATE

Elections, followed by Danny's Balderdash19-Jan-2019

09-Feb-2019

of 60 min
min each or 1
(eitther 2 of 30
Twilight Zone
episode of
Screening of an
NOON:
Starts at

13-Apr-2019

11-May-2019

09-Jun-2019

Danny: Judicial Trials in SFF
Part 2: Detailing
Competition,
Shipyards
Utopia Planitia

20-Jul-2019

11-Aug-2019



separate the art from the artist?
Danny to lead a group discussion: : Can we

announced 
Barbara Silverman: Mythology Details to be

does the actual data show us? 
fans are all going to comic-cons, etc,but what
world cons are dying out because the young
science fiction fans are all white males, that
Mining the data: You have probably heard that

cinema 
Starts at NOON: Sci-Fi

Book Sale

MonSFFA Holiday Feast

One of Keith's Games?

judging.
Finishing and
Part 3:
Competition,
Shipyards
Utopia Planitia

14-Sep-2019

January
followed by workshop in
puppets by Lindsay, to be
An introduction to sock

Con & Titan Con in Ireland
Cathy, Sylvain, René, Joe: Report on World

26-Oct-2019

09-Nov-2019

07-Dec-2019

Planning sessionElections followed by sock puppet workshop20-01-11






